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Platform for legal action against ex dictator Jean-Claude Duvalier et al with support from human rights organizations:

Ecumenical center for human right (CEDH) - Kay Fanm (Women's house)
Haitian women's movement for education and development (MOUFHED) - National human rights network (RNDDH)

~: ~ ~ ae.o, ~ ~ (CEDH) - cedh@cedh-haiti.org

Press release
The Duvalier case: February 21, a new stage in the struggle against impunity and revisionism

On Thursday February 21 at 10 am, the Port au Prince Court of Appeal will hold a new hearing on the Jean
Claude Duvalier case. The former President-for-Li.fe, who had declined to appear at the last court session on
February 7th, is once more summoned to be present at the February 2pt hearing. His lawyers are
maneuvering to jeopardize the ongoing legal process.
Several questions remain unanswered and require our vigilance:
• Will the Haitian judiciary accepts that Duvalier continues to blatantly ignore the Court's injunction in

complete impunity?
• Will the Court of appeal uphold the errors in law and in fact contained in the ordinance of January 27,

2012, in which the investigative magistrate decided to dismiss crimes against humanity while retaining
some financial crimes?

Despite the confrontational and chaotic atmosphere of the February 7th hearing, including the questionable
behavior of the public prosecutor -supposedly a defender of society who systematically sided with
Duvalier's defense counsel-, the lawyers for the plaintiffs have achieved certain gains:
• The designation of Duvalier as indicted, charged by the court.
• The status of civil parties in the proceedings for the plaintiffs, persons of all walks of life and social

oriains. who have filed suit against Duvalier for crimes against humanity (illegal and arbitrary arrests
and detention, forced deportation, torture, cruel and degrading treatment, murders, extrajudicial
executions, and forced disappearances).

• The demand that Duvalier appears personally before the court.
Several observers attended the February 7th hearing, with the members of the Collective: the Haitian
Ombudsman's office (Office de la Protection du Citoyen-OPC), several Haitian human rights organizations,
observers from the Organization of American States, the human rights department of Minustah (United
Nations stabilization mission in Haiti), Lawyers without borders-Canada as well as observers from the
Canadian, French and American Embassies. Duvalier, absent from the proceedings, had sent a letter to the
court, dated January 31,2013. The reasons given for his absence could be summarized as follows:
• The request for his appearance was «premature. »

• The judges from the appellate court, in their instructing capacity «have nothing to do with the search
for the truth [...] as the examining magistrates can only assess the criteria for trial and cannot judge on
the facts. »

• The «political perceptions of the chosen date brings to mind the date of February 7th, 1986, when «the
worst political crimes were committed in the country. » The risk is that «passions» can be «awakened
and reactivated [...] in this difficult period when the head of State and the present political leadership
are rightfully talking about the necessary National Reconciliation [...] Victims and executioners would
be facing each other with no means of telling right or wrong.»

Duvalier's partisans were indeed gathered in front of the court house, with the black and red flag of the
Duvalier regime and with propaganda material glorifying the Duvaliers and their present political structure,
the Party of National Unity (PUN). The «threats to social order», predicted in Duvalier's letter never occurred.
Another group, comprised mostly of students demanding that the former dictator be tried, did not fall into
the trap of provocation.
The Collective once more calls for Solidarity. Solidarity to stop impunity. Solidarity to say No to historical
revisionism that attempts to deny or trivialize State crimes and to rehabilitate a dictator, taking as pretexts
Haiti's current wretchedness, tragically weighted by the legacy of the duvalierist system.
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